Standard Installation

Use of Bluetooth remote control
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1.
At first get the isolating plate
For opening of box for the battery, press the back
panel and pull it down. Get the battery and the
isolating plate. After that put into place the battery
and close the back panel of box for the battery.
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Installation and connection of the
amplifier
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Main page: fast return on the main page
Menu: demonstration of the interface and various
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Connection

Please, connect Mi Box to the TV and to food then
follow the management of the screen of the TV.
After that on the screen there has to be a
confirmation of successful connection.

For example: on the main page of the interface,

enter into search that you want to look, and on the
screen there will be a choice of similar video files; in
the list on the screen it is even more
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Movement of a choice and various options:

management of focus (up, down, to the right, to the
left). During viewing, keys to the right, to the left allow
to rewind the file forward or back. Confirmation of a
choice: during viewing of the video file allows to stop it
on a pause.

Return: Return on one step backwards
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You will get rid of «fetters» of a traditional remote control,
Install the «Improbable Design on the Screen» Using
you can easily operate Mi Box by means of phone.
application on phone and derive even more
Use of phone for control of the TV is very amusing,
pleasure

Improbable design of video files on the screen
Design of photos, videos
You with ease can see photos and video which are kept
on your phone, on the big screen, by means of Mi Box.
Derive pleasure from viewing of files all family.

Warranty
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Pay attention

1. Within 7 days from the moment of purchase, in case of a problem with Mi Box, the
buyer has the right for one-time free replacement of goods of the same model or a
refund.
2. Within 8-15 days from the moment of purchase, in case of a problem with Mi Box,
the buyer has the right for one-time free replacement of goods of the same model.
3. Within 12 months from the moment of purchase, in case of a problem with Mi Box,
the buyer has the right for free repair of the device.
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Following circumstances which aren’t included in guarantee maintenance:
- the damages which arose owing to use of the device not to destination, the wrong
leaving or wrong technical service;
- period of validity of a guarantee ended;
- the damages which arose at force majeur circumstances such as: lightning stroke,
fire or flood;
- the malfunctions which arose owing to maintenance in the service centers of other
trademark.
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During period of validity of a guarantee you have a right to repair, change or return
goods. For repair, replacement or return of goods you have to show the receipt.
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For installation of the «Improbable Design on the Screen»
appendix on phone, a scan QR code

simple and convenient thing
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